Summary. The contemporary landscape of performing arts becomes more and more populated by hybrid genres or "artistic installations" (Rebentisch) which fuse traditional artistic, theatrical and performance practices with scientific procedures, political activism and designing new technologies (e.g. bioart, technoart, digital art and site-specific performance). In this context, theatre texts can no longer be perceived as autopoietic means of solely artistic expression but become part of an assemblage of different discourses and practices. As contemporary assemblage theory contends (DeLanda), assemblages are relational entities which change dramatically depending on relations between its different human and nonhuman elements and various contexts in which they function.
Alluding to Bruno Latour's We Have Never Been
Modern, it could be argued that contemporary culture "allows for the expanded proliferation of the hybrids whose very existence it denies. Janet Cardiff, among others, implicate the spectator in the artistic event, both intellectually and physically, to such an extent that it becomes virtually impossible to differentiate between the subject and object of an aesthetic experience. Paradoxically, the proliferation of such hybrids has not lead academics and critics to formulate new languages of analysing performative arts. Even the discourse of intermediality in visual arts 2 , for instance, still upholds the Modernist notion of artistic autonomy based on proper competences specific to each art. However, formulating the new language should not be limited to most recent examples of installation art. They should rather invite us to revisit seemingly autopoietic in Niklas Luhman's sense 3 historical artistic forms in order to reveal their performative potential to stage assemblages of artistic, scientific and social discourses and practices as well as assemblages of humans and nonhumans.
My aim in this article is to take contemporary ins- However, the lack of recognition within the experimental community is not Gimcrack's only concern.
His promiscuous wife cuckolds him, the two nieces In the face of the hybrid installation art of today, tus is a hybrid of human tissue and a salivary gland from a leech which is supposed to thin the blood and prevent a stroke. Tremomucosa expulsum is an organ designed to dispel mucus from the breathing tract of a person suffering from cystic fibrosis using parts from a rattlesnake. Electrostabilis cardium is a defibrillating organ combining human cells and those of electric eel. The latter can discharge to release an electric current to the heart when it recognizes it going into heart attack. The organ consists of a suction pad that attaches to the heart and then a tube, which has walls lines with cilia cells similar to that in the human ear. These cells can recognize vibrations, and if the heart goes into fibrillation (a heart attack) they will cause the muscular wall at the base of the organ to contract. Longv.
Although my description of
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'Tis a noble Invention.
L. Gim.
'Tis a thing the Colledge never thought of. 21 The scene is usually interpreted as Shadwell's parody of the Royal Society which, in its early days, was criticised for conducting unnecessary, futile and unproductive experiments. The criticism often came from within the society, as, for instance, Christopher Wren worried that experiments aimed "to produce knacks only, and things to raise wonder… will scarce become the gravity of the occasion. " 22 In this context the term virtuoso acquired derogatory overtones referring less to a serious philosopher than to 
